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Deember 14, 2023

The paper has been improved by the revisions. I still have many omments. I think they an be �xed easily,

but they are numerous.

� l 12: �δ2H and δ17O water isotopes� -> �

1H2H16O and

1H17

2
O water isotopes�

� l 18: �Models and the...� -> �Models. The main isotopi e�ets and the latitudinal gradient are properly

modeled, similarly to previous water isotope-enabled General Cirulation Models.�

� l 32: �the δ2H and δ18O isotopi ratios of preipitation� -> �the δ2H and of preipitation�

� l 32: �ie ores� -> �polar ie ores� (things are di�erent in tropial ie ores)

� l 34: �, and following ... latitudes�: remove, I don't understand what it means.

� l 50: �experiment� -> �experimental�

� l 74: �plant lipids wax� -> �plant lipids� or �plant wax�

� l 76: �waters� -> �water�

� l 82: missing empty line

� l 85: �allows estimations of past regional and qualitative hanges� -> �allows qualitative estimations of

past regional hanges�

� l 93: remove Risi et al 2010, whih was not oupled. Rather look for HadCM or GISS referenes.

� l 99: �works� -> �work�

� l 107: �still appears quite suitable� -> �is suitable�

� l 107: add a sentene on other existing isotope-enabled intermediate omplexity models: CLIMBER?

Speedier?

� l 125: larify what are the layers: from whih level to whih level? Are 800, 500 and 200 hPa the middle

of the layers?

� l 138: Merlivat and Jouzel 1979 referene here is out of plae. They don't say they look at preipitable

water.

� l 138: reall that the moisture is assume to be only in the �rst layer.

� l 147: this part is still not lear. All isotope-enabled GCMs adopt the same kind of equation to alulate

RE , even though there is vertial disretization of water and isotopes in these models. So I don't think

the lak of vertial disretization in iLOVECLIM is what justi�es the formula for RE . I advie to larify

what are the onsequenes of the lak of vertial disretization. e.g. is there a systemati bias in Ra?

�solution adopted by Rohe (2013)� is misleading, sine the same formula was used in all isotope-enabled

GCMs, already long before 2013.

� l 164: larify the 3 types of preipitation: e.g. how about large-sale snow? Do you mean onvetive rain,

large-sale rain, and snow?
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� l 165: �values at 650, 800 and 650 hPa�: it was previously written that there was no vertial disretization

for water isotopes? Please larify.

� l 166: �frationation shemes� -> �frationation oe�ients�?

� l 166: �frationation� -> �equilibrium frationation�? same l 168?

� l 167: �enhaned kineti frationation at high latitude�: do you mean the supersaturation e�et? If so,

please larify this, and replae Merlivat and Jouzel 1979 by [Ciais and Jouzel, 1994℄.

General: How do you aount for the kineti e�et assoiated with the supersaturation at old temper-

ature? Do you use a linear funtion of supersaturation as a funtion of temperature like in all GCMs?

Please explain.

� l 166-168: this sentene is really not lear. Please replae it by a lear equation, or remove.

� l 227: �annual mean� -> �annual-mean�

Same l 506.

� Fig 2: make text in the keys larger. Same Fig 3

� Fig 3: preise if the values are monthly values. If the ase, it represents both spatial and seasonal variations

� l 277: �with a orrelation oe�ient of ... 0.99� -> �with a orrelation oe�ient of 0.99�

� l 303: �and ould be used...�: I would replae by �. The same aution should be required for iLOVECLIM

as for other GCMs when investigating past hanges in d-exess.�

� Fig 4 is wrongly named Fig 2; problem with the numbering of all �gures starting here.

� Disussion around Fig 4: in GCMs, d-exess in high latitudes is very sensitive to the parameterization of

supersaturation. Is it also the ase here? Or are temperatures not old enough?

� l 356: �even if ... �t� -> �with most of the data �tting�

� l 402: �omposition� -> �ratio�. General rule: the ratio is a number, the omposition is a qualitative

property.

� l 404: � to see if ... preipitation.� -> �beause this is where the amount e�et is observed.�

� l 411: �seondary evaporation�: what does this mean? Does it mean the rain evaporation? But it was

written this proess is ignored in iLOVECLIM?

� l 414: �delay� -> �advane�?

� The fat that iLOVECLIM an simulate the amount e�et deserves to be disussed. [Lee and Fung, 2008,

Risi et al., 2008, Risi et al., 2021℄ show the key role of rain evaporation in the amount e�et. [Field et al., 2010℄

even shows that disabling the frationation during rain-vapor interations suppressed the amount e�et

in a GCM. The apaity of iLOVECLIM to simulate the amount e�et without this frationation is thus

surprising. In ontrast, several studies give an integrated water budget perspetive to the amount e�et

[Lee et al., 2007, Moore et al., 2014℄, whih ould explain the apaity of iLOVECLIM to simulate the

amount e�et.

� Fig 8: why normalizing the values? Is this hiding a problem with the amplitude in iLOVECLIM? I would

advie to show the real value, for transpareny.

� Fig 7: Why is LMDZ alone on its plot? Why is the x-axis unit di�erent for the two plots? I suggest to

use the same preipitation unit for all observations and models and plot everything on the same plot. If

too busy, then add observations on eah plot as a referene.

� l 441: again, what does 650 hPa mean? Is this an interlayer level?

� se 3.2.2: why omparing iLOVECLIM with only one GCM? It's OK but needs to be justi�ed: e.g. is

LMDZ representative of all other GCMs?
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� LMDZ is too enrihed at old temperatures with respet to observations, for reasons given in [Cauquoin et al., 2019℄

� l 458: �with frationation during ontinental reyling�: no! even without frationation during ontinental

reyling, the ontinental e�et is observed, as shown by all isotope-enabled GCMs. It is due to the fat

that over land, the enrihment of the low-level vapor by evaporation is weaker than over the oean. Over

land, not all the preipitation goes bak to the atmosphere, so heavy isotopes are preferentially lost by

runo� (e.g. [Pierrehumbert, 1999℄ for a simple model of this e�et). The frationation during bare soil

evaporation only very slightly enhaned the ontinental e�et [Haese et al., 2013, Risi et al., 2016℄. For

the observed ontinental e�et, ite [Rozanski et al., 1993℄.

l 470: ��Even if... frationation�: remove, sine the frationation during bare soil evaporation is not

responsible for the ontinental e�et.

� Why doumenting the ontinental e�et in the tropis? It is largest at mid and high latitudes. In the

tropis, it is weak [Salati et al., 1979, Worden et al., 2021℄ or even reversed (more enrihed over land)

[Levin et al., 2009℄, due to strong evapo-transpiration. I would have expeted the same plot for mid and

high latitudes.

� l 478: �more omplex�: is it really more omplex than in LMDZ? Any referene to justify this assertion?

The main di�erene between LMDZ and ECHAM seems to be the horizontal resolution, not the omplexity

of its parameterization.

� l 515: I don't understand the logi: why the �absene of sea ie ... would lead to frationation during sea

ie formation�?

� l 518: �more depleted d-exess� -> �lower d-exess�

l 521: �as well highly depleted� -> �very low�

General rule: the vapor is depleted, but the δ18O , the d-exess or the

17O-exess are low.

� l 544: �observation� -> �observations� or �dataset�

� l 560: �than d-exess� -> �as the d-exess maximum�

� l 573: �with the onservation of� -> �with a reasonable simulation of�

� l 579: �that has a too important� -> �with an exessive�

� l 580: �isotopes-enabled� -> �isotope-enabled�

� l 581: �a good aordane of� -> �with good agreement�
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